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Peter Larner FCILT, Suckling Transport’s MD says: ‘Reducing the
frequency and severity of road crashes will improve the bottom
line of a business.’
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Safety is no accident
Is safety in the depths of a recession less of a priority and
something that will inevitably cause costs to rise? Suckling
Transport’s MD Peter Larner FCILT argues this certainly should
not be the case.
Recent Government statistics indicate that the number
of people killed on Britain’s roads rose last year for the
first time in nearly 10 years; 1,901 people died in 2011,
compared with 1,850 in 2010. Transport Minister Mike
Penning described the figures as disappointing, and said
that safety is a top priority. Having met him several times,
I know that this comment is loaded with sincerity. But, is
this statistic a worrying indication that in the business
community, in the depths of a recession, safety is
becoming less of a priority, rather than more of one?

character of our sector. But road safety needs to be
regarded in different terms, as a constant, a prerequisite
that overrides other considerations.

It seems to me that the industry is in danger of
adopting a predetermined view that improving safety will
cause costs to rise. In my long experience this is certainly
not the case. The logic that improving our road safety
record will reduce costs seems lost on many operators.
With little effort and no investment, it is possible to
reduce insurance premiums, cut downtime and improve
As someone with 40 years’ experience in the road
driver morale and attendance, simply by putting in place
transport industry, I can appreciate more than most the
procedures to improve safety.
overpowering need for companies in our sector to cut
There is also a disturbing degree of fatalism when it
costs at the present time. There have been periods in
the past where the focus has moved from service comes to the subject of road safety. Even the
performance to the environment and, frequently, to cost terminology we use implies certain inevitability:
control.The legislative and fiscal challenges placed on our  Accident – an unforeseen event without an apparent
industry test the resourcefulness that is the defining
cause; anything that happens by chance
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The political correctness applied by road safety Example of a structured claims record
organisations such as Brake or Driving for Better
Business and even the European Transport Safety
Council, when they use the term ‘crash’ or ‘collision’,
instead of the more conventional term of ‘accident’,
cannot conceal our institutionalised uneasiness with
culpability.
Demoting the importance of blameworthiness might
deny the prospect of a quick and convenient resolution
to an investigation, but it also unlocks any impediment
towards the true objective of preventability. So the safety
culture of an organisation and the ability of that
organisation to embrace road safety as an integral part
of the business is a prerequisite of any ambition to
reduce road crashes. Conversely, it is also important to
avoid any philanthropic or altruistic motives for
improvement. Placing preventability above a need to find
a culprit does not prohibit any mercenary motives
towards road safety.Whatever you call them – accidents,
crashes or collisions – they cost money. They are a
financial burden on business and on society. More
importantly, they are an avoidable financial burden on
business and society. In that respect, losses are like
‘accidents’, they rarely happen by chance.
Reducing the frequency and severity of road crashes
will improve the bottom line of a business. Insurance
premiums, vehicle downtime and driver absence are just
a few of the more obvious costs associated with road
crashes. Suckling Transport has reduced its insurance
premiums by over 30% in recent years, following a
sustained reduction in the cost of claims. Insurance
underwriters consider claims records over a three-year
rolling period, so much of the data the company
produces is structured on this basis – see Figure 1.
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you over £10,000 a year in fuel alone. A 1mpg difference
between applicants is not uncommon, and based on
70,000 miles a year this will produce a five-figure saving
if you choose the right person.
A crash can cost you a lot more than that. Check
references. Conduct a DVLA licence check, rather than
simply asking the applicant to produce his or her licence.
Conduct an in-cab driving assessment or use one of the
computer-based assessment tools, such as Virtual Risk
Manager. In our experience at Suckling Transport, the
cost benefits of this approach are well worth the
investment in time and resources.
There are a few elements that overlap those in the
vehicles and processes sections. On-board computers
can analyse the applicant’s driving skills during the
assessment, which removes the subjectivity of any driving
test. With the right equipment, it is possible to identify
drivers who fail to drive in the sweet spot, over-rev the
engine, idle too long, brake harshly and much more.
Technology really can separate the good driver from the
bad one. Using this at the interview stage saves a lot of
problems later on.
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At Suckling Transport, we have identified three
particular areas that present an opportunity to improve
our road safety performance: drivers; vehicles; and processes.
In some areas, they appear to overlap – for example, is the
Once you have chosen your new driver, you might
control of speeding a driver issue – education and culture,
consider
safe and fuel efficient driver training to improve
a vehicle issue – technological solution, or a process
his
or
her
skills, which can also be benchmarked – for
issue – rules and discipline?
example,
the
Freight Transport Association (FTA) can
A desire to compartmentalise certain issues distracts
provide
excellent
benchmarking data through
from the main challenge, which is to ensure we address
tachograph
analysis
and
compare that with other
all issues that may affect road safety. Frameworks such as
companies.The
VOSA
Operator
Compliance Risk Score
1
the Haddon Matrix provide a comprehensive list of the
is
also
a
benchmark
of
performance
against other truck
relevant ingredients, but can be overwhelming for any
operators
and
the
traffic
score
positions
companies
organisation that has a less well-developed safety culture.
against others with regard to driver performance on
Understanding the true cost of crashes is important compliance.
because it enables us to justify the cost of safety
initiatives to shareholders. If the full cost of reversing
The vehicle
accidents, for instance, can be determined, then a case
Choosing the right vehicle is just as important as
might be made out for installing reversing aids. Consider
choosing the right driver. Any efficient and professional
the repair and third-party cost of accidents, the impact of
transport organisation will produce a full-life costing
them on insurance premiums, the vehicle downtime, the
analysis before spending many thousands of pounds
consequential loss of revenue, the impact on customer
on a truck.
service, the administration of incidents and the operational
At Suckling Transport, fuel efficiency, payload, repair
downtime whilst repairs are being completed. Having done
and
maintenance costs and downtime are all factors
that, what action can be taken to influence and improve
taken
into consideration when producing a specification
our safety record?
for a new truck; but there are also technological solutions
available that can help improve road safety, too, and many
The driver
The first place to start is recruitment.Taking the time to of these easily pay for themselves over the life of a truck.
improve your recruitment procedures will ensure that Following distance warning systems, reversing aids, speed
you hire the right driver in the first place. Making the management and even alcohol interlocks are among the
wrong decision about which driver to engage, could cost many optional extras now available. These should all be
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considered in consultation with staff. It is amazing how
many truck operators still buy a new vehicle without
consulting their workshop staff or, indeed, the driver.
The Suckling Transport vehicle specification includes:
 Electronic braking system (EBS – more advanced

ABS) with disc brakes
SUPPLY CHAIN

 Speed limiter set to 52mph
 Electronic stability programme/vehicle stability

control (ESP/VSC)
 Acceleration skid control (ASR, subfunction of EBS,

plus acts as traction control) in place of normal
diff lock
 Red seat belts
 Fire screen
 Engine fire apron
 Wheel nut indicators
 Rear windows with fire screen and Gorgeon glass
 Park brake audio alarm – activated if door is

opened when hand brake is off
 External low temperature warning included in dash
FOCUS AUGUST 2012

 Proximity alert/forward collision warning
 Vehicle event data recorder (VEDR)/forward facing

camera fitted
Benchmarking vehicle safety performance is also
possible, through items such as first-time pass rate at the
annual test or through the roadworthiness score
produced by VOSA under the Operator Compliance
Risk Score.
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The processes
Most companies associate processes with ISO
standards, but in reality they are just statements
setting out how a company intends to meet its policies.

Good recruitment procedures can save thousands of
pounds and so can safety procedures. Conducting risk
assessments and checking a driver’s fitness to drive may
appear time consuming and unnecessary, but investing in
your employees will improve the bottom line.
Leaving formal policies and procedures aside, the
single most important issue that affects road safety is
culture. Developing a mature and robust safety culture
takes time. Working away from a proscriptive culture to
one based on consensual ethos requires commitment
and trust, but the rewards are enormous. However, it
can only be achieved by demonstrating leadership. It is
essential that employees are convinced that senior
management cares about safety, and the only way to do
that is actually to care about safety.
Suckling Transport was established over 90 years ago
and has specialised in the distribution of fuel since 1987.
Delivering nearly two billion litres of inflammable liquid
each year makes road safety an integral part of its
operations and the company has been recognised
several times in recent years, as well as being referenced
five times in a 325-page report published by the
European Transport Safety Council in June 2012.
Involvement by the CEO is seen by everyone
concerned with road safety as essential to the process.
A good relationship between the CEO and the
workforce, which is based on a consensual ethos, is at
the heart of any successful safety and generative culture.
Incident and near miss reporting can only develop in a
transparent and inclusive relationship. At Suckling
Transport, communications are central to supporting
that relationship. A quarterly news bulletin, a monthly
Safety in Numbers newsletter and regular face-to-face
safety meetings with all employees – normally at shift
changeover – reinforce the company’s emphasis and
commitment to safety.
Of course, education is necessary in respect of issues
such as fatigue, drugs and alcohol, speeding and
distractions, but engaging with the workforce in safety
workshops or toolbox talks, rather than dictating policies
and procedures will have a lasting benefit.

Suckling Transport trucks are
highly spec’d with safety
devices such as EBS rather than
a simpler ABS system and
Acceleration Skid control (ASR)
instead of a normal diff lock

Road safety expert Dr Will Murray once said:
‘Successful companies are safe companies and safe
companies are successful companies.’ One only needs to
look at the leading logistics companies, where safety is
built into the DNA of the organisation, to recognise
that this is true. If you want to be successful, start by
being safe.
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